
Q-05-23
14–ea Red 5"
Qualatex®

Balloon

2496-36
1–ea 39"
Foil Balloon

W28
1–ea Heavy
Weights™ 
Balloon Weight

829
Twist-N-Flate™
Inflator
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Q-05-21
3–ea Blue 5"
Qualatex®

Balloon

Q-05-22
8–ea Green 5"
Qualatex®

Balloon

01569
OASIS®

Glue Pan

01560
OASIS®

Glue Pillows

equipment:

8300Z
Zoom! Dual Air
Inflator

BR74HG
Dual Foil +
Latex Regulator

recipe #81

ingredients needed:

3D Christmas TreeRecipes

9714274
4–ea Ornaments

9712658
#40 Ribbon
–Bright Christmas

Q-160-24
4–ea Yellow 160 
Qualatex® Balloon

Q-260-23
2–ea Red 260 
Qualatex® Balloon
–Uninflated
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recipe #81

3D Christmas TreeRecipes
directions:
To make the Christmas Tree:
Air-fill two 5" red Qualatex® balloons to 4" and tie together to form a duplet.
Using the Zoom! dual air inflator, you can fill two balloons at once. Air inflate
another identical duplet and twist the two sets together to form a four-balloon
cluster. Repeat these steps for a total of three red four-balloon clusters. Tie 
an uninflated 260 balloon to a Heavy Weights™ balloon weight. Lay one red
four-balloon cluster flat and wrap the 260 balloon around the center of the
cluster. Stack the remaining clusters on top and wrap the 260 balloon around
several times to lock in place. Helium inflate the 39" foil balloon. Tie the 
stem with an uninflated 260 balloon. Tie the tree to the red 
base with the uninflated 260 balloon.

Add #40 ribbon to the foil tree as shown using cool glue. 
Hold in place for a few seconds to let the glue bond to 
the foil. Glue on the ornaments using the same method. 
Air inflate a few 5" red and blue Qualatex® balloons to 
desired size. Snip off any excess latex and glue the 
balloons directly to the foil christmas tree.

To make the present: 
Make two four-balloon clusters using eight green 5" 
Qualatex® balloons. Stack the balloons directly on 
top of each other. Air-fill two yellow 160 balloons 
and tie together. Wrap the green package with 
the yellow 160 balloons. Twist them together 
at the top of the package to secure. Use the 
last bit of the balloons to make loops for a 
bow. Air-fill two more yellow 260 balloons, 
forming tight curls. Add these to the top 
of the green package. Glue a small blue 
balloon to the center of the bow.


